
 

Lagrangianname
So far you have studiedmusk ofplayers from

the perspective of NetwonianMechanics the

idea behind that is
We can identify all the interactions
with a body C.ie the forces torques
We can write models of these interactions

usingmathematical functions i.e F Kx isv2

We vectorially add all the individual
interactions to find the net result

i.e EFF Fet
We apply Newton'sSecond to the body
MÉ Fret

This is our equation ofmem Edm

Quick Example ID SHO WI lineardrag
B drag coett Interactions
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spring kx Drag pix N movement



I weight t ground 20 nothinginteresting
Fi Is spring drag Fret x

Fret x Kx pix
mi ta pi Imiep

whatakutlagrang
The Lagrange Formulation is rooted in classical
optimization but it is equivalent to Newtons

work However it uses energy a scalar
to do so this means we can exploit
coordinate transformations that can't change
the scalar value ofenergy

Epistemologically speaking Lagrange's approach is
an exploration of phasespace to determine
paths the dual system can take You
can think of this as one level above plotting
the known phase space bk we don't yet
know the EOMs

Lets do an example and then backup



hgg.fmintogettheeomtor
nondissipative system we form a function

called the Lagrangian

L T U where I kineticenergy
a potentialenergy

jttmi'u Ek Dst

É

thus

Kx E mi ka mi o

8 mitkx oorlx.FI
MAGIC

no just framing mechanics differently



Gf.j ihig.tl
its an application of an

approach that concremes of letting a system evolve
so long as it starts from given location in
phase spare and moves to anothergivenlocation

We find the optimal path
This is called variational calculus or

calculus of variations

A discussion of the origins and basetheory
are not here But references are included

BoasWeber Arfken Goldstein all coverthat

sat EtheldfovandonPnblm
Consider an integral J of the form

Je f flyy dy when y y x

y day
We aim to determinehow we can choose f
so that J is an extremum i.e a minor max

Typicallyamice
inmechanics



ThoughtExperunt
Assume we know the path through phasespace

the path

alternativepathsÉi

yea x Yo x where do represents

the knownpatch
yea x yo x MCD when

y x is additional
function

describingpossiblenote

44251 alt pths

Mix
arttas

Finding the extrema means taking II y o
and setting that to zero

J a e SI Lyla x y ca x dx



I won't derive in detail Its inmost
books that taking 251 1,0 0

gives

IEg I.CIEEx
BrachistrocIincla sE

Hamittisighted
by a dynamicalsystem

minimizes the time integralof T U

Mathematically

8 t U dt o

with Ita U Ulxi
LET U L Xi Xi

So tr

L Xi Xi dt 0

suchthat dOEtaI



We have Lagrange's Edm for cartesian

titlistoritigan

971555damDynamics can we

use of any phase coordinate 0,0 X Y Y Z etc
and its first donative 8,0 I yo g I etc
so In fact for any set of
general coordinates

q q 192,83 9N
and their derivatives

É Loi go 23 a in
give rise to a general set of N
equations subjectto reductions due to

constraintegos more later

df Elfitonn.I


